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Another weakness of the theory is that by
postulating a unidimensional standard of interpersonal comparison that is common to everyone, it conceals how very complex the notion
of relative standing is in actuality. Just as the
vast majority of drivers believe that they have
better than average driving skills, because
there is no set way to measure these skills, so
too can everyone believe that their relative
standing is improving or that it is deteriorating.
Examples abound of groups that considered
themselves to be maintaining their relative position while outsiders felt that these groups
were losing ground decisively.
In the nineteenth century, David Landes
(1983, p. 289) tells us, British watchmakers,
whose markets were progressively being taken
over by the Swiss, attributed their failures to
customer ignorance, and, continuing to believe
in the superiority of British watchmaking, did
not gamble on inventions. A more consequential case of perceptual rigidity is given by Bernard Lewis' (1982) study of Ottoman appraisals
of Europe. Lewis documents that in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when the Ottoman Empire fell increasingly behind Western Europe militarily, technologically, and
economically, its ruling class continued to consider Ottoman civilization vastly superior to
that of Europe. Eventually, of course, the Ottomans came to agree that they had fallen behind, and in accordance with Brenner's model,
they responded with a series of reforms. But
why did it take the Ottomans so long to reach
this point? The only answer that this model
can give is "chance," since it allows for lags
in response only through the incorporation of
a stochastic element. This is unfortunate, because there exist a variety of systematic processes that block social change.
In spite of its weaknesses, this is a useful
book. It addresses a supremely important, yet
terribly neglected, question from a novel perspective. And it is laced with original interpretations and clever insights, which broadminded readers should find stimulating.
TIMUR KURAN
University of Southern California
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The volume under review, Resources, Values
and Development is the second collection of
essays by Amartya Sen. The first, Choice, Welfare and Measurement, appeared in 1982. The
present collection consists of twenty essays,
eighteen of which have previously been published. Sen says: "These essays are mainly concerned with development economics as it is
normally understood . . ." (p. vii). The essays
are grouped into five parts: institutions and
motivation; isolation and social investment;
shadow pricing and employment; morals and
mores; goods and well-being. A substantial introductory chapter precedes the collection.
Amartya Sen is a scholar of extraordinary
breadth and range. One cannot but be impressed by how much he reads as well as how
much he writes. In a compendium of essays
such as this, the variety of his abilities is stunningly demonstrated.
He is also an extraordinarily clear thinker
and expositor. The mathematician in him
makes his everyday English exceptionally comprehensible. To illustrate, in "Poor, Relatively
Speaking" he writes:
Resources,

values

and

AMARTYA SEN. Cambridge,

There is a difference between achieving relatively less than others, and achieving absolutely
less because of falling behind others ... Your
ability to enjoy an uncrowded beach may depend on your knowing about that beach when
others do not, so that the absolute advantage
you will enjoy-being on an uncrowded beachwill depend on your relative position-knowing
something that others do not. (p. 328; emphasis
in the original)
Can any reader fail to grasp the definitions of
the different concepts or the distinctions between them?
Rather than try to review twenty essaysan impossible task in the space available for
this review-I shall cite a few main themes,
in each case relating Sen's treatment of them
to the concerns of development economics as
I understand that field.

Book Reviews
The first theme is institutions. Essay 1, "Peasants and Dualism with or without Surplus Labour," is perhaps the work of Sen's which is
best known to development economists. In this
essay, he distinguishes "zero marginal product
of labor" from "surplus labor." Not only does
he draw a logical distinction between these
concepts but he shows that neither is necessary
nor sufficient for the other. This essay and some
of the others that follow (e.g., Essays 2, 6, and
9) illustrate the power of price theory for understanding and evaluating the outcomes
emerging from different institutional arrangements in developing economies.
Another recurring theme is planning, specifically, how to do it. Essay 5 inquires: "What
is the social rate of discount?" Essay 8 discusses
how to integrate the social rate of discount into
social cost-benefit evaluations. Essay 11 examines how to plan employment and why. Sen
concludes the latter of these essays with characteristic clarity and wit: "Happily, silence and
babbling are not the only possible approaches
to employment planning" (p. 270). I agree with
him wholeheartedly.
Another major theme is welfare economics.
Here, I shall quote from an earlier writing of
Sen's (1973, p. 7): "The almost singleminded
concern of modern welfare economics with
Pareto optimality does not make that engaging
branch of study particularly suitable for investigating problems of inequality." But in the
present volume, he takes welfare economics
considerably farther. Essays 3 and 16 discuss
the notion of "cooperative conflicts" as applied
to firms, families, and societies. What Sen
means by this is clearly articulated:
Both you and I may benefit from having some
deal rather than none, and each may prefer having either of the deals, A and B, to no deal at
all, but A may be better than B for you and B
better than A for me. In the choice of either
deal over none, our interests are congruent. In
the choice between deals, they conflict.The situation in game theoretic terms is one that J. F.
Nash, the mathematician,has called a "bargaining problem." (p. 96)
Sen is led from this to consider alternative situations, neither of which is Pareto-superior to
the other. Comparisons of such situations form
the core of Essays 14, 17, and 18. Sen talks
in these essays about what to measure (e.g.,
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absolute poverty or relative inequality) and
how to measure it in such contexts as assessing
who benefits from economic growth. Happily,
Sen's 1973 postmortem of welfare economics
is obsolete today, due in part to Sen's own contributions to the new welfare economics as represented by these essays.
Another theme is: "What is development?"
Sen takes us into philosophical matters not ordinarily dealt with by economists. Essays 12
and 13 offer a good introduction to this subject.
In these essays, he raises such important issues
as rights and entitlements, characteristics of
goods versus capabilities of acquiring those
characteristics, equity and needs, and utilitarianism versus welfarism. In his analysis of famines in Essay 18 (carried over also into Essay
20), he develops a food entitlement approach,
which he contrasts with the more usual food
availability approach. Some famines occurred,
Sen tells us, because although total food production remained high substantial numbers of
people lost their ability to secure this food, either through purchases in markets or through
public mechanisms such as food rations. Sen
has never been one to accept the optimality
of an unfettered market economy. His analysis
of famines strongly argues for government involvement in development processes, the market economy having led in a number of situations to mass starvation. One can hardly read
Essay 18 or the book on which it is drawn (Sen
1981) and conclude otherwise.
A final theme is "The Future of Development Economics." In Essay 20, he defines the
field as being concerned with expanding the
economic capabilities of persons in an economy. Essay 19 asks: "Development Economics:
Which Way Now?" Sen thinks that the traditional focus of development economics on processes of capital formation was appropriate and
remains so and urges the field to build on existing models of processes of capital formation.
In addition to the traditional concerns with
savings and investment, he calls for development economists to turn their attention to social change and to the political complexities
of achieving development.
Looking ahead, I have no doubt that the field
of development economics will continue to develop. Where I see it going is to synthesize
the dynamics of growth with welfare economic
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concerns. At the analytical core will be the
constrained choices made by households and
firms. This direction will take the field into
analysis of growth, relative income inequality
and absolute poverty, employment, capital formation, and development policy-the
traditional stuff of development economics. Sen
would have us address these concerns but go
further, analyzing development in terms of entitlements, capabilities, ethics, political economy, and many other nontraditional subjects
(nontraditional, that is, to the field of development economics).
I have one minor quibble. Sen is wrong when
he says that this volume addresses the field
of "development economics as it is normally
understood." He has expanded the domain of
development economics far beyond its ordinary boundaries.
Sen will not let us forget that development
economics is a branch of social science. I expect
that he will contribute as much to it in the
future as he has in the past. For those wishing
to join in the study of these issues, Resources,
Values and Development would be an excellent place to start.
GARY S. FIELDS

Cornell University
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Economists have detailed and empirically
confirmed ideas about the material and technical factors responsible for economic growth.
Far less developed are their theories accounting for the institutional arrangements adopted
and government policies pursued in order to
further the process of economic growth. Such
relative disinterestedness might stem from the
widespread liberal confidence in markets as

tending to arise spontaneously because they
represent the only efficient coordination and
stimulation arrangements.
Such confidence is also the leitmotiv of the
volume under review. However, the editor
and his conference group try to assess growth
policies in different developed countries (U.S.,
U.K., Japan, West Germany and Sweden) and
less developed countries (Taiwan, Indonesia,
Uruguay, Mexico, Jamaica, Tanzania and
Ghana). The general approach is not comparative but rather an evaluation of growth episodes in individual countries. The working hypothesis is that under a liberal regime we find
rapid growth and under an illiberal regime we
find slow growth.
The methodological problems implicit in this
approach are not adequately considered.
Growth episodes may be phases of business cycles or long waves and hence not caused by
policy shifts. The multivariate character of
growth processes may make it difficult to isolate the impact of individual policy measures
such that only the effect of different political
climates are really compared. Finally, unidentified time lags make it even more difficult to
ascertain the impact of specific policies.
Obviously, even if the empirical evidence
seems to confirm the working hypothesis, conclusions have to be drawn very carefully. The
contributors of most of the case studies do observe the necessary caution. For a convinced
believer in laissez faire the book's hypothesis
and conclusions raise hardly any problems. But
the sceptical reader might well ask on what
evidence the message of the book-an unconditional call for economic liberalization-is actually based? The 13 principal lessons of successful growth policy which the editor, Arnold
C. Harberger, summarizes in his conclusions
follow from a priori considerations. As policy
guidelines they probably engender a broad
consensus since they reflect common sense.
But as hypotheses about growth policy they
neither have much empirical content nor can
they be falsified, as a few examples will show:
2. Keep budgets under adequate control....

3. Keep inflationarypressures under reasonable control....
8. Avoid excessive income tax rates....
10. Use price and wage controls sparingly, if
at all. (pp. 429-33, emphasis added)

